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THE DEFINITIVE EDITION • Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last years of her life, Anne Frank’s remarkable diary has since become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of war and an eloquent testament to the
human spirit. “The single most compelling personal account of the Holocaust ... remains astonishing and excruciating.”—The New York Times Book Review In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl and her
family fled their home in Amsterdam and went into hiding. For the next two years, until their whereabouts were betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered in the “Secret Annex” of an old office building. Cut off from
the outside world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties of living in confined quarters, and the ever-present threat of discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid impressions of her experiences during this
period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account offers a fascinating commentary on human courage and frailty and a compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise was tragically cut short.
This book shows how a variety of teaching strategies can be used to teach citizenship skills across a range of curriculum subjects as well as in Citizenship lessons.
This revision guide for Key Stage 3 history contains in-depth course coverage and advice on how to get the best results in the national test. It has progress check questions and exam practice questions.
While society and culture are closely related, there are minute differences that separate the two. But what is society without culture? Society is the community that surrounds an individual. This community has its own personality and this
is how culture is introduced. Many societies are organized in stratified classes and these different classes can cause issues in a society. The gap between the rich and poor classes can sometimes create lasting effects on the individuals
that live in these class situations. How does society further affect the individual? This title aims to answer this question through providing readers with foundational information on what society means and how societies are organized.
Photographs and fact boxes supplement information present in the text and will spark readers’ interest in learning more about the subject matter.
Industry, Reform and Empire Britain 1750-1900
Industrial Revolution
KS3 History 4th Edition: Revolution, Industry and Empire: Britain 1558-1901 Student Book
Invasion, Plague and Murder Britain 1066-1485
Practical Teaching Strategies for Secondary Schools
This resource contains full answers to all questions in Common Entrance 13+ History for ISEB CE and KS3 (ISBN: 9781398317802). · Gathers all the questions from the History textbook together in one place for easy comparison between questions and answers. ·
Mirrors the structure of the textbook so you can quickly find what you are looking for. · Supports your teaching with guidance on the assessment requirements and mark schemes. Please note this resource is non-refundable.
The Rise & Fall of the British Empire, a guide to the history of the British Empire, is one of four new in-depth titles with all the fantastic features you expect from our best-selling KS3 History series. Take your students' learning even further with the new KS3 History
Depth Study titles. Designed to support the best-selling KS3 History resources, these textbooks give a more detailed insight into British and world history, allowing teachers to delve deeper into topics and themes of particular interest.
"The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature,
we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Designed for teachers of those studying history at Key Stage 3, this comprehensive text covers Britain from 1750-1900. Updating the text has made the material more usable in mixed ability teaching, whilst retaining an emphasis on challenging students to think deeply.
The Condition of the Working-class in England in 1844
Finding Free and Low Cost Resources for Teaching
Samuel Slater and the Early Development of the Cotton Manufacture in the United States
History
KS3 History 4th Edition: Invasion, Plague and Murder: Britain 1066-1558 Student Book
In some hands, history can be an inspirational and rewarding subject, yet in others it can seem dry and of little relevance. Learning to Teach History in the Secondary School, now in its fifth edition and
established as one of the leading texts for all history student teachers, enables you to learn to teach history in a way that pupils will find interesting, enjoyable and purposeful. It incorporates a wide
range of ideas about the teaching of history with practical suggestions for classroom practice. The fifth edition has been thoroughly updated in the light of recent developments in the field of history
education. The book contains chapters on: • Purposes and benefits of school history • Planning strategies • Teaching approaches and methods • Developing pupils’ historical understanding • Ensuring
inclusion • New technologies in the history classroom • Assessment and examinations • Your own continuing professional development Each chapter includes suggestions for further reading, weblinks to useful
resources and a range of tasks enabling you to put learning into practice in the classroom. Written by experts in the field, Learning to Teach History in the Secondary School offers all training and newly
qualified teachers comprehensive and accessible guidance to support the journey towards becoming an inspirational and engaging history teacher.
The new fourth edition of Technology, War and Independence is Book 3 of the best-selling Oxford KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes series. This textbook introduces the history knowledge and skills needed to
support a coherent knowledge-rich curriculum, prepares students for success in Key Stage 3 History, and builds solid foundations for GCSE study.
Describes the rise of the steamship in the United States and its effect on the industrial revolution.
What are the key debates in history teaching today? Debates in History Teaching explores the major issues all history teachers encounter in their daily professional lives. It encourages critical
reflection and aims to stimulate both novice and experienced teachers to think more deeply about their practice, and link research and evidence to what they have observed in schools. Written by a range of
history professionals, chapters tackle established and contemporary issues enabling you to reach informed judgements and argue your point of view with deeper theoretical knowledge and understanding.
Debates include: What is the purpose of history teaching? What do history teachers need to know? Should ‘academic history’ be taught in the classroom? What is the role of evidence in history teaching and
learning? How should you make use of ICT in your lessons? Should moral learning be an aim of history education? How should history learning be assessed? With its combination of expert opinion and fresh
insight, Debates in History Teaching is the ideal companion for any student or practising teacher engaged in initial training, continuing professional development and Masters level study.
Exploring History Student Book 2
Common Entrance 13+ History for ISEB CE and KS3
KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes: The Rise & Fall of the British Empire Student's Book
Liberty's Dawn
The Industrial Revolution in America

First published in 1995, this volume uncovered a wealth of low-cost, good quality material for use in the classroom. Author David Brown has been teaching in primary, middle and secondary schools for 23 years. It was through David’s need to resource
topics that he uncovered this material. Goldmine places these resources into topic areas, describes them and tells you where you can get them from. Since the first edition in 1985, Goldmine has developed into the country’s leading directory of free
and sponsored teaching resources, providing the wherewithal to obtain over 6000 resources from some 235 suppliers. Budget-conscious schools will find it saves its purchase price many times over, and parents and teachers are safe in the knowledge
that all the items described in here are personally recommended by a teacher, the compiler himself.
This gripping and intriguing Student Book combines an enquiry-led approach with factual narrative. Written by experienced Head of History, Aaron Wilkes in an approachable and understandable style, including: relevant and fascinating facts,
interesting and motivating activities, and specific sections to extend or reinforce learning. Content has been thoroughly researched and revised in this popular 2nd ediiton.
Collins Key Stage 3 History is an exciting, accessible new series focussed on ensuring that all pupils make clear, measurable progression at Key Stage 3 - whether it is a 2 or a 3 year course. Collins KS3 History is a brand new series, ideal for building
key historical and functional skills. Featuring differentiated pupil books with ready-made APP opportunities this flexible package will get your students excited about history. * Grab pupils' attention with engaging content that builds key historical skills
and helps students to understand the links between events, time periods and locations * Save time with resources to support your teaching of a 2 or 3 year course, fully matched to the 2008 Key Stage 3 Programme of Study * Cover each assessment
Focus in a meaningful and accessible way - using this flexible package as a series of one off lessons ot as a longer programme * Ready made APP opportunities are included to help you gather and review evidence of pupils' progress in each
Assessment Focus. * Track progress and improve performance with 'check your progress' summaries and end of chapter 'level boosters' to help pupils see the level they are working at and visualise what they need to do to progress
Retaining all the well-loved features from the best-selling KS3 History course, this third edition is matched to the new 2014 National Curriculum and has a strong focus on assessment, skills building, and is packed with even more rich and absorbing
sources to spark the interest of all your students.
Debates in History Teaching
The Industrial Revolution for Kids
Learning to Teach History in the Secondary School
A Companion to School Experience
Common Entrance 13+ History for ISEB CE and KS3 Textbook Answers
"Provides lesson ideas ... 80 curriculum-linked lessons suitable for teaching 11 to 14 year olds ... with teacher's sheet"--Cover.
The new fourth eBook edition of Revolution, Industry and Empire is Book 2 of the best-selling Oxford KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes series. It covers British history during the Tudor, Stuart, Georgian and Victorian periods, including social and
cultural history, the Civil War and Cromwell, the Restoration, the Industrial Revolution, public health, slave trade, and the rise of the British Empire. This e-textbook introduces the history content and skills needed to support a coherent knowledgerich curriculum, prepares students for success in Key Stage 3 History, and builds solid foundations for GCSE study: - Carefully designed content and assessments support student progression throughout the textbook series - Historical sources and
interpretations are presented with clear provenances - Over to you activities for every lesson check students' knowledge and understanding, and are ramped in difficulty to build confidence - Step-by-step guidance on key History skills provides
scaffolding to introduce students to the skills needed for further study - Literacy focus feature helps improve students' essay writing skills and grammar - Complete assessment support, including quick knowledge quizzes and exam-style
assessments - This book retains Aaron Wilkes' unique and engaging style, shown in recent research to inspire and motivate young historians - Revolution, Industry and Empire Kerboodle: Lessons, Resources, Assessment offers a digital subscription
packed full of customisable interactives, worksheets, animations and automarked assessments.
Ready-made high quality KS3 history lessons on the Industrial Revolution - topic booklet perfect for a half term's work. Give every student access to high quality KS3 History textbook content with this topic booklet on the Industrial Revolution.
Chapter 1: Ancien RegimeChapter 2: Execution of Louis XVIChapter 3: Rise of NapoleanChapter 4: Napoleonic WarsChapter 5: Wellington and Waterloo - Fits into the school timetable with ease with 5 high quality lessons, perfect for a half term Ignites an interest in history through extraordinary people, amazing facts, and a distinctly engaging narrative - Helps all students to think critically about the past by focusing on the knowledge they need and then checking their understanding Aids pupil memory with a 'knowledge organiser' at the back with key dates, vocabulary and significant people. - Delivers excellent lessons and saves time planning with the Teacher Guide available free on Collins.co.uk, containing teaching ideas,
suggested sources, assessment, answers, essay titles and extended writing examples
Written to match the new 2014 National Curriculum with expert support from experienced Head of History, Aaron Wilkes, the third editions of this well-loved series will hook your students' interest in Key Stage 3 history whilst helping them
prepare for GCSE.
Renaissance, Revolution and Reformation
A People's History of the Industrial Revolution
KS3 History 4th Edition: Technology, War and Independence 1901-Present Day Student Book
Goldmine
The Age of Revolution [Europe] 1789-1848
The new fourth edition of Invasion, Plague and Murder is Book 1 of the best-selling Oxford KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes series. This textbook introduces the history knowledge and skills needed to support a coherent
knowledge-rich curriculum, prepares students for success in Key Stage 3 History, and builds solid foundations for GCSE study.
Exam board: ISEB Level: 13+ CE and KS3 Subject: Geography First teaching: September 2021 First exams: November 2022 Trust John Widdowson and his extensive experience in Common Entrance to guide you through
the new ISEB 13+ CE Geography specification so you can help your pupils build confidence, proficiency and a love of Geography with the new Geography series for Common Entrance at 13+ and Key Stage 3. - Support new
specification content on the issues tomorrow's geographers will face: A new chapter on the environment looks at local, national and global issues, focusing on sustainability and stewardship (a new addition to the 13+ CE
specification for first examination from November 2022). - Push your pupils to achieve the best results: The new 'Your challenge' feature offers additional tasks to stretch pupils. - Cover all the content for human and
physical Geography in one book: A more convenient and cost-effective approach for teachers and pupils. - Develop your pupils' investigative skills: An enquiry-based approach encourages pupils to develop their investigative
skills. - Guide your pupils to think and work like geographers: The emphasis on geographical skills such as map reading and using sources and resources (for example, interpreting graphs, photos and maps) helps your
pupils apply their knowledge. - Beautifully illustrated with engaging visuals: Packed with clear photos, maps and charts to aid learning and recall. Accompanying answers available as a paid-for PDF download at
galorepark.co.uk (ISBN: 9781398322127).
The new fourth edition of Revolution, Industry and Empire is Book 2 of the best-selling Oxford KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes series. This textbook introduces the history knowledge and skills needed to support a coherent
knowledge-rich curriculum, prepares students for success in Key Stage 3 History, and builds solid foundations for GCSE study.
Exploring History Student Book 2: Cavaliers, Colonies and Coal
The Gilded Age
The Once and Future King
Industry, Invention and Empire
The People and Technology That Changed the World, with 21 Activities
Cavaliers, Colonies and Coal
Exam board: ISEB Level: 13+ CE and KS3 Subject: History First teaching: September 2021 First exams: November 2022 Covering Medieval Realms, the Making of the UK and Britain and Empire, Rosemary Rees and Martin Collier use their extensive Common
Entrance experience to guide you through the ISEB 13+ CE History specification, supporting your pupils as they develop a passion for History and master key skills. · Teach the whole course with one book: Includes Medieval Realms (1066-1485), The Making of
the UK (1485-1750) and Britain and Empire (1750-1914) in one book - convenient and cost-effective for teachers and pupils. · Improve exam results: Updated section on exam skills, helping pupils to hone exam technique and feel fully prepared for the exam. ·
Develop your pupils' analytical skills: Lots of opportunities for using and analysing sources - a key skill in the exam. · Covers all content tested at Common Entrance: Also suitable for a coherent Key Stage 3 course. This textbook is accompanied by the full
answers as a paid-for PDF download at galorepark.co.uk (ISBN: 9781398317819).
Folens history is a new course for delivering KS3 history that supports many of the approaches identified in the Foundation Subject Strand of the National Strategy for KS3. Ideal for a mixed ability group.
Learn about everyday life in the Wars of the Roses through easy to access day by day accounts. The book explores the glamour of the court alongside battles, plots, uprisings, and reprisals.
Written specifically for students, this text is the first available survey of English agriculture between l500 and l850. It describes farming in the sixteenth century, analyzes the reasons for improvements and examines changes in the agrarian economy and society.
KS3 History Modern Britain (1760-1900) (Knowing History)
Technology, War and Independence - 1901 - Present Day
Collins Key Stage 3 History, 1750-1918
Learning Citizenship
Common Sense

A new approach to studying Britain from 1066 to 1485 with this lively and informative history text book for 11 to 14-year olds. Suitable for mixed abilities, it provides the knowledge and skills combined with an entertaining
style to learn and build history skills. Contains clear objectives for students and includes taskwork that develops literacy, numeracy and thinking skills. History was never so entertaining!
Follow a knowledge-led approach to British history from the Seven Years War to Queen Victoria’s Imperial Britain. Perfect for Year 9, embracing the latest KS3 history curriculum, and laying the groundwork for the new
history GCSE.
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects, viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with Concise Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary
Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.
Britain 1485-1750
Resources for Teaching History: 11-14
Agricultural Revolution in England
A Tale of Today
The Transformation of the Agrarian Economy 1500-1850
“Emma Griffin gives a new and powerful voice to the men and women whose blood and sweat greased the wheels of the Industrial Revolution” (Tim Hitchcock, author of Down and Out in Eighteenth-Century London). This “provocative
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study” looks at hundreds of autobiographies penned between 1760 and 1900 to offer an intimate firsthand account of how the Industrial Revolution was experienced by the working class (The New Yorker). The era didn’t just bring about
misery and poverty. On the contrary, Emma Griffin shows how it raised incomes, improved literacy, and offered exciting opportunities for political action. For many, this was a period of new, and much valued, sexual and cultural freedom.
This rich personal account focuses on the social impact of the Industrial Revolution, rather than its economic and political histories. In the tradition of bestselling books by Liza Picard, Judith Flanders, and Jerry White, Griffin gets under
the skin of the period and creates a cast of colorful characters, including factory workers, miners, shoemakers, carpenters, servants, and farm laborers. “Through the ‘messy tales’ of more than 350 working-class lives, Emma Griffin
arrives at an upbeat interpretation of the Industrial Revolution most of us would hardly recognize. It is quite enthralling.” —The Oldie magazine “A triumph, achieved in fewer than 250 gracefully written pages. They persuasively purvey
Griffin’s historical conviction. She is intimate with her audience, wooing it and teasing it along the way.” —The Times Literary Supplement “An admirably intimate and expansive revisionist history.” —Publishers Weekly
An NCSS Notable Social Studies Trade Book for Young People ILA Children's and Young Adult's Book Award—Intermediate Nonfiction 2014 VOYA Non-Fiction Honor List The Industrial Revolution for Kids introduces a time of monumental
change in a "revolutionary" way. Learn about the new technologies and new forms of communication and transportation that impacted American life—through the people who invented them and the people who built, operated, and used
them. In addition to wealthy industrialists such as John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie and ingenious inventors such as Eli Whitney and Alexander Graham Bell, you'll learn about everyday workers, activists, and kids. The late 19th
and early 20th centuries come to life through the eyes of hardworking Chinese immigrants who built the Transcontinental Railroad; activist Isaac Myers, an African American ship caulker who became a successful businessman and labor
union organizer; toiling housewife Hannah Montague, who revolutionized the clothing industry with her popular detachable collars and cuffs; and many others who help tell the human stories of the Industrial Revolution. Twenty-one handson activities invite young history buffs to experience life and understand the changing technologies of this important era.
Key Stage 3 History by Aaron Wilkes: Renaissance, Revolution and Reformation 1509-1745 Third Edition Student Book
On this Day in the Wars of the Roses
KS3 History 4th Edition: Revolution, Industry and Empire: Britain 1558-1901 eBook 2
KS3 History by Aaron Wilkes: Industry, Reform & Empire Student Book (1750-1900)
Britain, 1745-1901
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